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(recreated mess)



tidying up is 
like information 
architecture
except the mess 
is intangible



but don’t 
take my 
word for it.



chapters



NYT Mag









hi, i’m ia
& i like meta things



こ
ん
ま
り

konmari
kondo marie



reflect on each 
part’s role in the 
greater whole
1.



“Tidying in the end is just 
a physical act. The work 
involved can be broadly 
divided into two kinds: 

Deciding whether or 
not to dispose of 
something and 
deciding where to 
put it.”



discard organize



1. Commit to tidying everything

2. Visualize your ideal lifestyle

3. Finish discarding first

4. Tidy by category, not location

5. Follow the right order  
(clothes, books, papers, miscellany, 
sentimental items)

6. Ask yourself if it sparks joy

discard



✤ Visible mess helps distract us from 
the true source of the disorder.

✤ The point in deciding specific 
places to keep things is to designate 
a spot for every thing.

✤ Clutter is caused by a failure to 
return things to where they 
belong. Therefore, storage should 
reduce the effort needed to put 
things away, not the effort needed 
to get them out.

organize



what is the purpose of each 
artifact in the grander scheme?

is everything serving its purpose? 
is everything in its right place?

are there meaningful or 
underlying reasons when 
choosing to discard or keep?

we should be choosing what 
we want to keep, not what 
we want to get rid of.



Dick Buchanan back in CMU Design School talked about 
designing from a point of love (agape):

“We need to make products that are 
respectful, sustainable, so that 
working with the product makes us 
something more, something more 
than selfish.”

– Dan Saffer

https://twitter.com/odannyboy/status/1098325733510795264


“When we design products and 
services, it's not about what we want 
them to be—it's what we want the 
people using them to be: generous, 
helpful, thoughtful, useful, beautiful, 
respectful, kind. This is good design.”

– Dan Saffer

https://twitter.com/odannyboy/status/1098325733510795264


be open  
to the 
unfamiliar
2.



と
き
め
く

tokimeku
(to) flutter, “spark joy”, kilig





“If things had feelings, 
they would certainly not 
be happy. Free them from 
the prison to which you 
have relegated them. Help 
them leave that deserted 
isle to which you have 
exiled them. Let them go, 
with gratitude.”



shinto 神道



My dad used to say, “The Japanese do 
everything backward.” Even when I was little, 
the phrasing bugged me, though I couldn’t 
articulate why. Now I know. It meant that the 
Japanese were the wrong ones, the “other.” 
Westerners were at the center of his universe, 
just as Western values are at the center of the 
memes disparaging the KonMari method.

– What White, Western Audiences Don’t Understand About 
Marie Kondo’s ‘Tidying Up’ by Margaret Dilloway

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/marie-kondo-white-western-audineces_us_5c47859be4b025aa26bde77c


what else 
could we be 
learning?



inspiration or 
appropriation?



…did i just 
make things 
messier?



things to try
✤ read both books and try to 

draw parallels

✤ how would you incorporate 
the ideas from konmari into 
something you’re working on?

✤ what is it about your work as a 
designer that gives you the 
most joy?



thank you!
you can find me at  
@sofimi & stellify.net

ご
ざ
い
ま
!

あ
り
が
と
う


